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Introduction 
 
FERMA, as the representative of nearly 5000 risk and insurance managers at EU-level is very supportive 
of EIOPA launching a discussion on open insurance through its discussion paper ‘Open insurance: 
accessing and sharing insurance related data’ (‘the discussion paper’) and the linked public 
consultation. 
 
From our perspective as insurance buyers, this is a worthwhile and timely initiative by EIOPA to explore 
the potential risks and benefits that would be the result of ‘opening up’ insurance. With the market 
already hardening for buyers going into the coronavirus crisis, which seems to have exacerbated these 
conditions, buyers are increasingly looking to alternative forms of risk transfer and finance to better 
manage their risks. Data is core to that process and a more open, transparent insurance sector would 
go some way to helping enterprises better managing their risks and would also assist organisational 
resilience.   
 
FERMA has responded to EIOPA’s online questionnaire and looks forward to discussing it further with 
EIOPA, and the insurance value chain over the coming months. With this paper, we present a 
snapshot of our views on the topic of open insurance to provide the early reflections of the risk and 
insurance management community.  
 
Main comments 
 

 
 
 

•EIOPA taking a clear lead on the topic

•The selection of potential risks and benefits are well thought out and 
in the right areas

Welcome

•The perspective of corporate and SME insurance buyers is missing 
from the analysis

•Open Insurance goes beyond simple compliance with the rules and 
implies a culture change. We encourage EIOPA to consider the steps 
it needs to take to make this happen

Room for 
improvement

•As a starting point, existing regulatory barriers that prevent the 
sharing of data need to be further analysed

•Comparison tools are good but should not be the sole focus

•More diverse case studies are needed, notably on the large risks 
facing companies (e.g. Cyber)

More detail 
needed

https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/content/eiopa-consults-open-insurance_en
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/content/eiopa-consults-open-insurance_en
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Where is there room for improvement? 
 
From FERMA’s point of view, we are disappointed that there has been no specific reference being 
made to corporate insurance buyers in the discussion paper, where there is a lot of potential in this 
area for innovation and for improving organizational resilience. In addition, we note there are only 
two references to SMEs1, which in our view is insufficient and a pity. This is especially so since the 
two references to SMEs are generally positive. First, the example from Spain where a cyber-insurance 
platform aimed at SMEs and freelancers offering advice on cybersecurity and cyber policies is, in 
principle, a good illustration of the possible benefits to insurance buyers in an important area. 
Second, the reference to SMEs in the concluding remarks that point to the gap in resources between 
BigTech and SMEs is another crucial point. While we are not arguing for parity between this 
demographic and consumers2, and are also aware of the fact that EIOPA may have implicitly been 
referring to SMEs/corporate insurance buyers when it refers to ‘customers’3, FERMA encourages 
EIOPA to conduct a more thorough analysis as to how open insurance would impact on corporates 
and SMEs. We stand at EIOPA’s disposal to assist in this endeavour.  
 
For open insurance to take off FERMA is of the view that it requires more than a compliance and 
regulatory framework. Open insurance requires a change in culture. In its discussion paper EIOPA 
lists potential benefits of open insurance such as enhanced market, product, and data transparency, 
as well as making the insurance service/underwriting more transparent. However, and in line with 
the European Data Protection Supervisors’ (EDPS) remarks within its Guidelines on Transparency in 
the context of GDPR4, we paraphrase: the principle of accountability that should underpin open 
insurance goes beyond simple compliance with the rules and implies a culture change. We encourage 
EIOPA to consider the steps it needs to take to instill a culture where transparency, accountability 
and trust are at the heart of open insurance. 
 
Furthermore, FERMA calls on EIOPA to consider how best to avoid a situation where the scope of 
open insurance becomes too narrow. Currently, the discussion on open insurance often leads to talk 
of ‘use cases’, ‘APIs’ and ‘regulatory sandboxes/innovation facilitators’ or similar ideas. While these 
are important elements to open insurance, we take the view that there needs to be a thorough 
consideration of what openness means to the various parts of the insurance value chain. As above 
and to begin with, two elements we see as essential in this respect are i) the more explicit 
consideration of what open insurance means to SME and corporate buyers; and ii) for EIOPA to 
consider the steps to take to achieve a cultural change towards openness.  
 
As a last thought for further reflection, we would also take this opportunity to highlight to EIOPA the 
potential links between open insurance and its work on shared resilience solutions, or natural 
catastrophe protection gaps, for example.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 References on pages 16 (Box 1) and 34 (concluding remarks) 
2 Referred to 169 times.  
3 Referred to 35 times.  
4 EDPS Guidance Paper ‘Articles 14-16 of the new Regulation 45/2001: Transparency rights and obligations’, 
15/01/2018 https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/our-work/publications/other-documents/articles-14-16-
new-regulation-452001_en  

https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/our-work/publications/other-documents/articles-14-16-new-regulation-452001_en
https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/our-work/publications/other-documents/articles-14-16-new-regulation-452001_en
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Where is more detail needed? 
 
EIOPA’s consideration of regulatory barriers in respect of open insurance is a welcome first step but 
more detail is needed. In particular, we encourage EIOPA to look into what currently prevents 
‘openness’. From FERMA’s point of view there are indeed barriers to open insurance that already exist 
and that already inhibit data sharing between insurer and insured. It is our contention that this fact 
alone warrants further exploration, certainly with the buyer in mind. FERMA stands ready and willing 
to assist EIOPA and the national supervisors in collecting more information that could help in this 
regard.  
 
In a similar vein, it is noteworthy in the discussion paper that EIOPA describes the current situation 
where most national supervisors have not undertaken any specific measures related to open 
insurance other than using innovation facilitators so far. Innovation facilitators or regulatory 
sandboxes are indeed useful in that they give us an idea of what could work. However, we would 
encourage EIOPA to avoid being overly prescriptive in its approach to facilitating innovation in open 
insurance. Use cases can work, however, there may be particular and idiosyncratic conditions to one 
specific use case that will mean it is not scalable or a model for other cases.  
 
FERMA also makes a comment here on the case studies selected by EIOPA in the annexes of the 
discussion paper. We are of course happy to see case studies of open insurance, however, we are 
concerned that five (arguably all) of the six shown stem from motor third party liability (MTPL)—or 
motor—insurance, which is a compulsory product. Obviously, this means there is a rich and historical 
dataset available, which means this is a prime candidate for open insurance. However, FERMA is 
aware from its Members that there are indeed other case studies in progress. In time we will have 
some results to share on these, but in the meantime FERMA encourages EIOPA to broaden the focus 
beyond pure MTPL as case studies for open insurance.  
 
Finally, there is a lot of focus on comparison tools or online brokers, which we generally think are 
useful tools for buyers. However, these are no silver bullet solution and should not become the sole 
focus of an Open Insurance initiative. In Box 3 ‘public comparison websites and aggregators’ of the 
Discussion Paper, there is also reference to ‘insurance history’, which we take to mean to ‘claims 
data’ and we do encourage EIOPA to look further into this topic. Aggregated and anonymized claims 
and loss data could be a powerful tool for businesses looking into their risk transfer or insurance 
strategy and could help target investments into loss prevention.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About FERMA 
The Federation of European Risk Management Associations brings together 22 national risk 
management associations in 21 European countries. FERMA represents the interests of nearly 5000 
risk and insurance managers in Europe active in a wide range of business sectors from major industrial 
and commercial companies to financial institutions and local government bodies. More information 
can be found at www.ferma.eu  

http://www.ferma.eu/

